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Abstract
This paper presents an adaptive waveform design method using Multi-Tone Sinusoidal Frequency
Modulation (MTSFM). The MTSFM waveform’s modulation function is represented as a finite Fourier
series expansion. The Fourier coefficients are utilized as a discrete set of design parameters that may
be modified to adapt the waveform’s properties. The MTSFM’s design parameters are adjusted to
shape the spectrum, Auto-Correlation Function (ACF), and Ambiguity Function (AF) shapes of the
waveform. The MTSFM waveform model naturally possesses the constant envelope and spectrally
compact waveforms that make it well suited for transmission on practical radar/sonar transmitters
which utilize high power amplifiers. The MTSFM has an exact mathematical definition for its time-
series using Generalized Bessel Functions which allow for deriving closed-form analytical expressions
for its spectrum, AF, and ACF. These expressions allow for establishing well-defined optimization
problems that finely tune the MTSFM’s properties. This adaptive waveform design model is demonstrated
by optimizing MTSFM waveforms that initially possess a “thumbtack-like” AF shape. The resulting
optimized designs possess substantially improved sidelobe levels over specified regions in the range-
Doppler plane without increasing the Time-Bandwidth Product (TBP) that the initialized waveforms
possessed. Simulations additionally demonstrate that the optimized thumbtack-like MTSFM waveforms
are competitive with thumbtack-like phase-coded waveforms derived from design algorithms available
in the published literature.
Index Terms
Waveform Diversity, Ambiguity Function, Frequency Modulation, Frequency Shift Keying, Spectral
Efficiency, Adaptive Waveform Design, Multi-Tone Sinusoidal Frequency Modulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Waveform diversity has been a topic of great interest, particularly in the radar community,
for the last two decades [1]. The growth experienced in this field has been inspired by the
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2preeminence of cognitive systems which seek to leverage information gathered from earlier
interactions with the environment to inform the selection of system parameters to optimize
system performance [2], [3]. Cognitive systems exploit parameterized waveform models that
enable synthesizing a diverse set of waveforms with unique properties. There are a number
of waveform properties that may be adjusted to optimize system performance including the
waveform’s operational band of frequencies, pulse-length, and transmit power to name a few. A
set of properties collectively referred to as waveform shape are of particular interest. Waveform
shape refers to either the time-frequency characteristics of the waveform’s modulation function
which in turn informs its overall spectral shape as well as the shape of its Ambiguity Function
(AF) and its zero Doppler counterpart, the Auto Correlation Function (ACF). These metrics
for waveform shape are often utilized due to their foundational applicability to many practical
systems and further reinforced by the rigorous mathematical results that exist to describe their
structure [4]–[6].
The ability to adapt waveform shape requires a parameterized waveform model that ideally
facilitates adaptation according to some set of well defined optimality metrics. Since Woodward’s
seminal work which introduced the AF [7], there has been a wealth of research focusing on the
problem of optimizing a waveform to possess certain waveform shape properties, see [8]–[11] for
an overview of the fundamentals regarding these techniques. The vast majority of waveform shape
design research has focused on developing a wide variety of algorithms to generate Phase-Coded
(PC) waveforms [12]. Theoretically there exists a nearly endless combination of phase codes that
can be employed making PC waveforms an extremely versatile parameterized waveform model.
There continues to be extensive research on designing optimal PC waveforms for Multiple-
Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) applications [13]–[15] and cognitive radar applications [16]–[18].
Additionally, the general study of developing algorithms to design PC waveforms with specific
ACF/AF properties is still a problem of interest to the radar and sonar communities [19]–[23].
In addition to waveform shape, there are a number of design issues to consider when transmit-
ting waveforms on practical systems. It is generally desirable for a waveform to possess a constant
envelope which translates to having a low Peak-to-Mean Envelope Power Ratio (PMEPR). This
is required to reduce the distortion that amplitude modulation introduces to a saturated power
amplifier, a common electronic component in most radar/sonar transmitters. Another challenge
is to design a waveform whose energy resides in a compact band of operational frequencies
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3with little energy residing outside of that band. This is an important property as most practical
transmitters either have a limited bandwidth which filters out of band energy or have a frequency
response that is not an ideal all-pass system. Transmitted waveforms with substantial spectral
extent on such systems will distort the resulting signal that is transmitted into the medium and
risks degrading their waveform shape properties. This spectral compactness property is referred
to as Spectral Efficiency (SE) and there exist explicit mathematical definitions to measure this
waveform property [1], [24]. High SE is most readily accomplished by a waveform whose
phase/frequency modulation functions are smooth and do not contain any abrupt transitions in
instantaneous phase or frequency.
Most Frequency Modulated (FM) waveforms naturally possess both a constant envelope (i.e,
a low PMEPR) and high SE making them well suited for transmission on practical devices.
However, most FM waveform models possess very few design parameters that allow for adapting
waveform shape which places strict limits on their design versatility. While PC waveforms
possess tremendous design versatility and are generally constant envelope, they do not naturally
possess high SE. PC waveforms have substantial spectral extent due to the transient-like phase
transitions between chips [6]. This has motivated the development of Continuous Phase Modu-
lation (CPM) techniques to improve upon their spectral characteristics [25]–[27] by introducing
continuity in the first few derivatives of the waveform’s instantaneous phase. These CPM methods
must also deal with minimizing the distortion of the waveform’s AF shape [28], [29] that naturally
arises from modifying the waveform’s instantaneous phase. Nevertheless, the design versatility
of parameterized waveform models is an attractive feature as long as the SE issues can be
mitigated.
The CPM methods aimed at improving the SE of PC waveforms [26], [27] effectively transform
PC waveforms into spectrally compact parameterized FM waveforms by introducing continuity
in the first few derivatives of the waveform’s instantaneous phase. This combines the constant
envelope and spectrally compact properties of FM waveforms while also introducing a discrete
set of design parameters that PC waveforms possess. Inspired by these paramterized FM wave-
form models, this paper describes a constant evenlope spectrally compact adaptive waveform
model using Multi-Tone Sinusoidal Frequency Modulation (MTSFM). The MTSFM waveform’s
modulation function is represented as a finite sum of weighted sinusoidal functions expressed as a
Fourier series expansion. The Fourier coefficients are then utilized as a finite discrete set of design
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4parameters. These design parameters are then adjusted to modify waveform shape properties. The
MTSFM belongs to the family of general multi-carrier waveforms [6], [30] and bears a strong
resemblance to various Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) and Constant-
Envelope OFDM (CE-OFDM) techniques [31], [32]. Moreover, the MTSFM waveform’s time-
series can be expressed in a precise analytical form using Generalized Bessel Functions (GBF)
[33]. This model allows for deriving exact closed form expressions that precisely describe the
MTSFM’s waveform shape properties. These expressions aid in defining appropriate optimiza-
tion problems that finely tune the MTSFM’s properties enabling physically realizable adaptive
waveforms. This GBF-based mathematical representation is potentially applicable to the analysis
and synthesis of the waveform shape properties of other multi-carrier waveform models such
OFDM and CE-OFDM. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II defines the
waveform signal model. Section III defines the MTSFM waveform model and demonstrates the
model via illustrative design examples. Section IV more thoroughly evaluates the performance
of the MTSFM and compares it to other established PC waveform design methods available in
the published literature. Lastly, Section V presents the conclusions of the paper.
II. TRANSMIT WAVEFORM SIGNAL MODEL AND MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE
This section describes the waveform complex analytic signal model, AF and ACF. This model
assumes a mono-static radar/sonar system where the target of interest is a point target undergoing
constant velocity motion.
A. The Complex Analytic Model
The transmit waveform signal s (t) is modeled as a complex analytic signal with total energy
E and pulse-length T defined over the interval −T/2 ≤ t ≤ T/2 expressed as
s (t) = a (t) ejϕ(t)ej2pifct (1)
where ϕ (t) is the phase modulation function of the waveform, fc is the carrier frequency, and
a (t) is a real-valued and positive amplitude tapering function [5]. For all the design examples
in this paper, a Tukey window with shape parameter αT [34] will be utilized as the amplitude
tapering function. The shape parameter αT allows for smoothly trading off between a rectangular
window (αT = 0.0) and a Hann window (αT = 1.0). Unless otherwise specified, the waveform
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5model (1) will utilize a shape parameter αT = 0.0 and assumes the waveform is basebanded
(i.e, fc = 0). The waveform model in (1) then simplifies to
s (t) =
rect (t/T )√
T
ejϕ(t) (2)
where the 1/
√
T term normalizes the waveform to possess unit energy. The model (2) will be used
throughout the paper to derive closed form expressions for various performance measures of the
MTSFM waveform model. Additionally, the waveform that results from (2) has an instantaneous
frequency function that does not possess any AM contributions and is therefore solely determined
by its modulation function. The waveform’s modulation function is expressed as
m (t) =
1
2pi
d [ϕ (t)]
dt
. (3)
The transmitter electronics of a radar or sonar system are generally peak power limited and
operate efficiently when the transmit waveform possesses a constant envelope. The degree to
which a waveform’s envelope is constant can be measured using the Peak to Mean Envelope
Power Ratio (PMEPR) [6]. The PMEPR is defined as the square of the Crest Factor (CF)
expressed in dB as
PMEPR = 10 log10
{ maxt{|s (t) |2}
1
T
∫ T/2
−T/2 |s (t) |2dt
} (4)
The PMEPR provides a measure of the total energy of waveforms with the same duration T .
A low PMEPR translates to a high average power and therefore higher total energy. Using a
rectangular amplitude tapering function as in (2) results in a minimum PMEPR of 0 dB. Any
tapering of the waveform (i.e., increasing the Tukey window shape parameter αT ) will increase
its PMEPR from this optimal value resulting in a waveform with less total energy. An additional
requirement for a waveform to be well suited for transmission on practical electronics is for it
to possess high SE. One commonly utilized method of measuring SE that provides a fair means
of comparison between waveforms is that of [1], [24] which defines the SE Θ (W ) as the ratio
of waveform energy in a specific band of frequencies W centered on fc to the total energy of
the waveform across all frequencies expressed as
Θ (W ) =
∫ fc+W/2
fc−W/2 |S (f) |2df∫∞
−∞ |S (f) |2df
=
∫ W/2
−W/2
|S (f) |2df. (5)
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6where S (f) is the waveform’s Fourier transform. Note that the second integral results from
the assumption that the waveform’s energy in the denominator is unity and the waveform is
basebanded.
B. The Ambiguity Function
This signal model assumes a Matched Filter (MF) receiver is used to process target echoes.
The MF, also known as a correlation receiver, is the optimal detection receiver for a known
signal embedded additive white Gaussian noise [4]. The Ambiguity Function (AF) measures the
response of the waveform’s MF to its Doppler shifted versions and is defined as [4], [5]
χ (τ, ν) =
∫ ∞
−∞
s
(
t− τ
2
)
s∗
(
t+
τ
2
)
ej2piνtdt (6)
where ν is the doppler shift expressed as ν = 2r˙
c
fc. Note that the AF defined in (6) models
the narrowband Doppler effect. Unlike its broadband counterpart which represents the general
Doppler scaling effect, this variant of the AF possess more convenient mathematical properties
which simplifies the analysis of the MTSFM waveform design model. Additionally, the narrow-
band approximation is generally accurate for most radar and many sonar system applications.
Lastly, the ACF is the zero Doppler cut of the AF
R (τ) = χ (τ, ν) |ν=0 =
∫ ∞
−∞
s
(
t− τ
2
)
s∗
(
t+
τ
2
)
dt (7)
This paper, like most results in the published literature, will focus on the modulus squared of
the AF |χ (τ, ν)|2 and ACF |R (τ)|2. There exist explicit mathematical properties describing the
distribution of the volume of |χ (τ, ν)|2 in the range-Doppler plane and a similar analysis can
be performed on the modulus of the ACF |R (τ) |2.
Waveforms may possess a wide variety of AF shapes with mainlobe and sidelobe structure
that is intimately linked with the time-frequency characteristics of the waveform’s modulation
function [4], [5], [35]. This paper will specifically focus on the design of waveforms that possess
a thumbtack-like AF. These waveforms attain an AF with a mainlobe whose width in range and
Doppler is inversely proportional to the waveform’s bandwidth and pulse-length respectively.
There is ideally zero or at worst non-zero but negligibly small coupling between the range and
Doppler mainlobe structure. This allows for resolving multiple targets distributed in the range-
Doppler plane. The rest of the AF’s bounded volume is spread uniformly in the range-Doppler
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7plane [4]–[6] resulting in a pedestal of sidelobes whose height is inversely proportional to the
waveform’s Time-Bandwidth Product (TBP).
The uncoupled mainlobe structure and uniform distribution of sidelobe levels of the thumbtack
AF shape simplifies the analysis and comparison of various waveform design models and is
one of the main reasons why this paper focuses on the design of thumbtack-like waveforms.
Optimizing a thumbtack-like waveform is of practical interest as well. The TBP establishes the
height of the pedastal of sidelobes that is evenly distributed in the range-Doppler plane. For
large TBP waveforms, the sidelobe levels may be acceptably low enough to distinguish a weak
target in the presence of a much stronger one. However, many systems are limited in how large
a TBP waveform they can reliably generate. This means the pedestal of sidelobes can become
unacceptably high and weak targets get masked by echoes from stronger target returns. Reducing
the pedestal height of a thumbtack-like waveform’s AF over sub-regions in the range-Doppler
plane could help alleviate this issue for small TBP waveforms.
III. THE MULTI-TONE SINSUDOIAL FREQUENCY MODULATED WAVEFORM MODEL
This section describes the MTSFM model and how it can be used to synthesize waveforms
with desired AF/ACF shapes. These techniques are then demonstrated via illustrative design
examples.
A. The MTSFM Waveform Model
The MTSFM waveform is created by representing the modulation function (3) as a Fourier
series expansion. The modulation function is expressed in terms of even and odd symmetric
harmonics as
m (t) = me (t) +mo (t) (8)
=
a0
2
+
K∑
k=1
ak cos
(
2pikt
T
)
+ bk sin
(
2pikt
T
)
. (9)
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8where me (t) and mo (t) are respectively the even and odd symmetric components of the Fourier
series expansion
me (t) =
a0
2
+
K∑
k=1
ak cos
(
2pikt
T
)
, (10)
mo (t) =
K∑
k=1
bk sin
(
2pikt
T
)
. (11)
Integrating with respect to time and multiplying by 2pi yields the phase modulation function of
the waveform expressed as
ϕ (t) = ϕe (t) + ϕo (t) (12)
= pia0t+
K∑
k=1
αk sin
(
2pikt
T
)
− βk cos
(
2pikt
T
)
(13)
where ϕe (t) and ϕo (t) are the instantaneous phase functions derived from the even and odd
modulation functions (10) and (11)
ϕe (t) = pia0t+
K∑
k=1
αk sin
(
2pikt
T
)
, (14)
ϕo (t) = −
K∑
k=1
βk sin
(
2pikt
T
)
(15)
and {αk, βk}Kk=1 are the waveform’s modulation indices expressed as
{(
akT
k
)
,
(
bkT
k
)}K
k=1
. This
paper will simply denote the set of modulation indices {αk, βk}Kk=1 as {αk, βk}. The even/odd
modulation and instantaneous phase functions are explicitly defined here because MTSFM
waveforms with either even or odd symmetry in their modulation functions have distinct AF/ACF
characteristics. These properties will be demonstrated later in the paper. The more general model
(13) blends these characteristics thus obscuring their unique symmetry properties. Inserting (13)
into the basebanded version of the waveform signal model (2) yields the MTSFM waveform
time-domain representation
s (t) =
rect (t/T )√
T
exp
{
j
K∑
k=1
αk sin
(
2pikt
T
)
− βk cos
(
2pikt
T
)}
. (16)
This direct implementation of (2) results in an expression that does not readily allow for solving
closed form expressions for waveform shape properties.
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9However, the MTSFM can be represented in a manner that does permit closed-form expressions
for waveform shape properties. This is achieved by expressing (16) as a complex Fourier series
expansion
s (t) =
rect (t/T )√
T
∞∑
m=−∞
cme
j 2pimt
T ejpia0t. (17)
The Fourier coefficients, as shown in Appendix A, can be expressed in exact closed form in
terms of three types of GBFs depending on the symmetry of the waveform’s modulation function
cm =

J 1:Km ({αk,−jβk}) , ϕ (t)
J 1:Km ({αk}) , ϕe (t)
I1:Km ({−jβk}) , ϕo (t)
(18)
where J 1:Km ({αk,−jβk}) is the K-dimensional GBF of the mixed-type, J 1:Km ({αk}) is the
cylindrical K-dimensional GBF, and I1:Km ({−jβk}) is the K-dimensional Modified GBF (M-
GBF) [36]. The expression in (17) represents the MTSFM in terms of Wilcox’s model [8] where
the orthonormal basis functions are the complex exponentials ej
2pimt
T and the Fourier coefficients
cm are the mth order GBFs shown in (18). This representation of the MTSFM now readily allows
for deriving closed form expressions for a wide variety of performance metrics including the
spectrum, AF, and ACF.
The MTSFM waveform model naturally possesses a constant envelope [24] which satisfies the
first primary requirement for transmitting waveforms on practical electronics. Additionally, the
MTSFM’s modulation function is expressed as a finite Fourier series. Any finite Fourier series
is continuous and infinitely differentiable [37]. Therefore the modulation function is smooth and
does not contain any transient-like discontinuities unlike PC waveforms. The smoothness of the
MTSFM’s modulation function would require several stages of CPM to approximate. As a result
of these smoothness properties, the vast majority of the MTSFM waveform’s energy will be
densely concentrated in its swept bandwidth ∆f with very little energy residing outside of that
band. The spectrum of the MTSFM waveform is expressed as [24], [38]
S (f) =
√
T
∞∑
m=−∞
J 1:Km ({αk,−jβk}) sinc
[
piT
(
f − m
T
)]
. (19)
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The AF of the MTSFM waveform, derived in Appendix B , is expressed as
χ (τ, ν) =
(
T − |τ |
T
)∑
m,n
Jm ({αk,−jβk}) (Jn ({αk,−jβk}))∗×
e−j
pi(m+n)τ
T sinc
[
pi
(
T − |τ |
T
)
(νT + (m− n))
]
. (20)
The ACF of the MTSFM is obtained by setting ν = 0 and is expressed as
R (τ) = χ (τ, ν) |ν=0 =
(
T − |τ |
T
)∑
m,n
J 1:Km ({αk,−jβk})
(J 1:Kn ({αk,−jβk}))∗×
e−j
pi(m+n)τ
T sinc
[
pi
(
T − |τ |
T
)
(m− n)
]
. (21)
The result in (20) is a special case of that obtained by Auslander and Tolimieri [39].
The expressions (19)-(21) can be used to show that the MTSFM’s waveform shape metrics
possess contraction/expansion symmtery properties for varying pulse-length T and swept band-
width ∆f so long as the TBP = T∆f remains fixed. Consider a MTSFM waveform with TBP
= T∆f and modulation indices {αk, βk}. Now consider a second MTSFM waveform derived
from the first with a new pulse-length T˜ = T/ξ and swept bandwidth ∆˜f = ξ∆f where ξ is
some non-zero scaling factor. The scaling factor contracts or expand the waveform’s duration
and correspondingly will expand or contract the swept bandwidth in order to keep the TBP fixed
TBP =
(
T
ξ
)
ξ∆f = T∆f . The waveform’s corresponding design coefficients {ak, bk}, which
determine the waveform’s swept bandwidth, are therefore scaled by ξ. The second MTSFM
waveform’s resulting modulation indices are now expressed as
α˜k =
ξakT
kξ
=
akT
k
= αk, (22)
β˜k =
ξbkT
kξ
=
bkT
k
= βk. (23)
This means that for a fixed TBP and set of waveform modulation indices {αk, βk} the waveform
shape characteristics of the MTSFM waveform possess the same structure but can be stretched
or contracted in both duration and bandwidth. Put another way, the modulation indices specify
the waveform shape characteristics for a fixed TBP without explicitly defining the pulse-length
T or swept bandwidth ∆f . This property is loosely analogous to the way the order N of a phase
code is utilized to describe the waveform shape characteristics of PC waveforms with a specified
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TBP regardless of the pulse-length and bandwidth of the physical waveform that is transmitted
[6], [12].
The idea to utilize the MTSFM model explicitly for radar/sonar waveform synthesis [40], [41]
is new to the best of the author’s knowledge. However, the MTSFM waveform model itself is
not entirely new and has been used for waveform analysis. The MTSFM model appeared several
times in the published literature dating back to the 1930’s and 1940’s when FM methods were
being developed for analog communications systems. Perhaps the most notable contribution to
the published literature from that time is the work of Giacoletto [42] who used a similar model
to (9)-(16) to analyze the spectrum of FM signals. There, the MTSFM waveform’s spectrum was
derived in closed-form using a product of sums of ordinary 1-D Bessel functions. Work by [43]
utilized a CE-OFDM with waveform spectrum expressions similar to that of [42] to analyze both
constant amplitude and spectral extent properties of simultaneously transmitted sonar waveforms.
Work by [44] also used a MTSFM model in a form of paired echo analysis [4] to analyze the the
impact of Doppler effects on the ACF sidelobe structure of Non-Linear FM (NLFM) waveforms
[6]. Recent work by the author in [38], [45] used equations similar to (9)-(16) for the analysis
of a family of thumbtack-like FM waveforms as well as several established waveforms in the
literature. There, exact closed form expressions were derived for the waveform’s spectrum and
AF using GBFs which to the best of the author’s knowledge are all novel.
The MTSFM belongs to a general class of multi-carrier waveforms. The GBF-based repre-
sentation of the MTSFM shown in (17) and (18) are a special case of the OFDM waveform
model. Additionally, the MTSFM representation given in (9)-(15) bears a particularly strong
resemblance to CE-OFDM waveforms which has seen use in the radar community as a waveform
for communication/radar spectrum sharing [31]. CE-OFDM uses a standard OFDM signal as
either the frequency or phase modulation function. The data symbols serve as a set of constant
modulus coefficients which are embedded into each orthogonal carrier in the modulation/phase
function. These carriers all share a common modulation index. The data symbols can be utilized
to not only to transmit data but to also as design coeffiicents that modify the resulting CE-
OFDM’s waveform shape properties. The MTSFM’s modulation and phase functions are also
composed of orthogonal carriers except each carrier possesses its own variable modulation
index. However, some efforts in the literature have developed CE-OFDM models that bear a
striking resemblance to the MTSFM model, particularly those of Sen and Nehorai [32], which
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analyzed the design of CE-OFDM waveforms for target detection in multi-path interference. In
fact, equations (12) and (13) from [32] that describe their variant of CE-OFDM is essentially
the MTSFM model with the addition of a common modulation index. Further analysis of the
results of [32] showed that detection performance was not dependent upon either the number of
coefficients or the values of those coefficients in the CE-OFDM model. Thus, they concluded
that their detector could not be improved by any efficient choice of the design coefficients. As a
result of this, all of their subsequent simulations proceeded to set all design coefficients to unity
with a common modulation index thus resulting in the more traditional CE-OFDM waveform
model. The primary contributions of this paper are that the MTSFM waveform model utilized
in this paper uses equations (9)-(16) for waveform synthesis rather than analysis as was done in
the previously mentioned efforts. Additionally, this paper also provides novel exact closed-form
expressions for the MTSFM waveform’s AF and ACF using GBFs rather than a product of sums
of 1-D Bessel functions which greatly simplifies analysis. These equations may also be utilized
in the analysis and synthesis of other multi-carrier waveform models, specifically the CE-OFDM
waveform model.
B. Some Illustrative Design Examples
As mentioned earlier, while the MTSFM can synthesize a rich class of waveform types and AF
shapes, this paper specifically focuses on the optimization and further refinement of thumbtack-
like waveforms. One efficient method to synthesize thumbtack-like MTSFM waveforms involves
initializing the design coefficients ak and bk with i.i.d. Gaussian random variables as described
in [41]. The resulting pseudo-random modulation function is continuous throughout its duration
producing a spectrally compact thumbtack-like waveform. Figure 1 shows the spectrogram,
spectrum, AF, and ACF of an example MTSFM waveform whose modulation function is com-
posed of K = 32 cosine harmonics resulting in an even-symmetric modulation function. The
corresponding waveform design coefficients ak are realized as i.i.d Gaussian random variables
scaled so that the modulation function occupies a desired swept bandwidth ∆f . The resulting
modulation indices αk are shown in Table I for reprodicibility purposes. The waveform’s TBP
is 200. For every waveform example in the paper, the waveform time-series is sampled at a
rate fs = 10∆f and is tapered with a Tukey window with shape parameter αT = 0.05. This
mild tapering helps to notably reduce spectral leakage outside the waveform’s swept bandwidth
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∆f in exchange for a mild increase in PMEPR of 0.14 dB. This is commonly employed in
many sonar/ultrasound applications [24], [46] where the gradual ramping up of the waveform
time-series amplitude helps to reduce distortion at the output of a piezoelectric transducer, a
common artifact resulting from the transducer’s transient response.
TABLE I: Modulation indices αk used to generate the MTSFM waveform shown in Figure 1.
k αk k αk k αk k αk
1 -4.2909 9 1.2757 17 -0.0817 25 0.3201
2 2.5581 10 2.2940 18 1.3951 26 -0.0695
3 -2.4357 11 -1.3832 19 0.2267 27 0.0384
4 -2.7362 12 0.0763 20 -0.1998 28 -0.6179
5 4.8250 13 -0.0372 21 -0.1366 29 -0.8159
6 0.3325 14 1.1292 22 0.7981 30 -0.2587
7 -0.2497 15 0.7528 23 -0.1766 31 0.4640
8 1.5560 16 0.6234 24 0.7064 32 -0.2167
From the figure, it is clear that the MTSFM’s modulation function is smooth and without
any transient-like artifacts in instantaneous frequency. As a result of this, the majority of the
waveform’s energy is concentrated in its swept bandwidth ∆f . Using Carson’s bandwidth rule,
this MTSFM waveform should concentrate more than 98% of its energy in a bandwidth W =
∆f+32/T . Directly computing the waveform’s SE using (5) shows that this MTSFM waveform
concentrates 99.54% of its energy in that band. The spectrum of a PC waveform employing a
bi-phase code with the same TBP properties as the MTSFM is also show in Figure 1 and only
achieves an SE value of 88.97% with clearly visible spectral sidelobes which fall at a rate
of 6 dB per octave. The pseudo-random nature of the waveform’s modulation function results
in a waveform with a thumbtack-like AF. This method of synthesizing families of thumbtack-
like waveforms as was described in [41] is generally robust and provided an efficient method to
generate entire families of thumbtack-like MTSFM waveforms. However, the MTSFM waveforms
synthesized in [41] were never optimized. It is now the goal in this paper to modify the waveform
design coefficients to further refine their performance characteristics.
The following design example demonstrates the ability of the MTSFM model to finely control
waveform shape and assess the impact of increasing the number of design coefficients K. In
this scenario, the objective is to modify the waveform coefficients to reduce the sidelobe levels
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Fig. 1: Spectrogram (a), spectrum (b), AF (c), and ACF (d) of an example MTSFM with TBP
of 200. The waveform is generated by initializing the Fourier design coefficients ak as i.i.d
Gaussian random variables and scaled to occupy a desired swept bandwidth ∆f . The waveform
resulting from this smooth pseudo-random modulation function possesses a thumbtack-like AF
with a SE of 99.54% across the band W = ∆f + 32/T . The spectrum of a PC with equivalent
range resolution is also displayed in (b). The PC waveform’s spectrum has substantial spectral
extent compared to the MTSFM resulting in a noticeably lower SE of 88.97% over the same
band as that of the MTSFM.
across a region of time-delays in the magnitude-square of the waveform’s ACF |R (τ) |2. The
metric to be optimized is ACF’s Integrated Sidelobe Ratio (ISR) with the constraint that the
waveform’s RMS bandwidth remains within 20% of it’s initial value. Formally, the optimization
problem can be stated as
min
αk
[ ∫
Ωτ
|R (τ) |2dτ∫ τm
−τm |R (τ) |2dτ
]
s.t. (1− δ) β˜2rms ≤ β2rms ({αk}) ≤ (1 + δ) β˜2rms (24)
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where 0 ≤ δ < 1.0 is a unitless parameter, τm denotes the first nulls of the ACF and therefore 2τm
is the ACF’s null-to-null mainlobe width. The β˜2rms term is the initialized MTSFM waveform’s
RMS bandwidth. The MTSFM’s RMS bandwidth is expressed in terms of the modulation indices
as [47]
β2rms =
(
2pi
T
)2 K∑
k=1
k2
(α2k + β
2
k)
2
. (25)
For this example, the initial modulation indices are those shown in Table I. The region Ωτ where
the ISR is to be optimized is τm ≤ |τ | ≤ 0.2T and δ = 0.2. This particular design problem
is loosely analogous to adaptive beamforming where one wishes to reduce the sidelobes of the
array response in a particular region while minimizing distortion elsewhere.
The fmincon function in MATLAB’s Optimization Toolbox [48] is used to minimize (24) and
all other waveform optimization methods described in this paper. This optimization function
utilizes a Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method in order to handle the nonlinear
constraints in (24). The routine does not guarantee convergence to a global minimum, but rather
a local minimum. It is also important to note that the implementation of this optimization
routine is computationally heavy. Optimizing either the modulus squared of the AF or ACF
using the expressions in (20) and (21) respectively are nonconvex quartic objective functions
in the coefficients cm (i.e, the GBF’s) which are notoriously computationally complex [10],
[11]. Clearly the optimization routine specified here are by no means effiicent and do not lend
themselves to real-time operation. However, recent efforts by [49] have developed a quartic
gradient descent algorithm that can be applied to shaping the AF while also being much less
computationally expensive. The task of developing efficient algorithms to optimize MTSFM
waveforms is the topic of a future paper.
This optimization problem was run four times each with a different number of design co-
efficients K. The first run utilized the original K = 32 coefficients for optimization. The
subsequent three runs initialized the optimization problem with the 32 original design coefficients
and then zero padded an additional 32, 64, and 96 coefficients resulting in K = 64, 96, and
128 coefficients respectively. Increasing K allows for more degrees of freedom in the problem
and generally produces a waveform with better waveform shape characteristics. However, there
is a point of diminishing returns with increasing K. Recall that the RMS bandwidth constraint
represented by (25) weighs higher order coefficients more heavily. When running (24), the RMS
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bandwidth tends to increase more rapidly with increasing K. This results in the RMS bandwidth
constraint being active during the optimization routine and limiting the values that αk may take
on. Another consideration when increasing K involves the waveform’s SE. The rate at which
the spectral leakage of the waveform’s spectrum falls off tends to have a small but noticeable
impact on the waveform’s SE. This falloff rate decreases with increasing K. Therefore, as K is
increased, the SE of the waveform can be reduced by a few percent.
Figure 2 illustrates the results of this design problem. As can be clearly seen in the figure,
each optimal waveform with increased K resulted in noticeably lower sidelobes over the region
of time-delays Ωτ . Additionally, zooming in near the origin of the ACF shows that the mainlobe
width of the optimal waveforms’ ACFs have stayed essentially the same thus preserving the
waveform’s original range resolution. This result is significant; usually the only option to reduce
the sidelobe levels of waveforms with a thumbtack-like AF/ACF is to increase the waveform’s
TBP. However, the waveforms shown in Figure 2 have their pulse-lengths fixed and the RMS
bandwidth constraint ensured that the waveform did not sweep through a wider band of fre-
quencies thus preserving the waveform’s TBP. Modifying the MTSFM’s modulation indices
αk reduced the ACF pedestal over a region of time-delays without increasing the resulting
waveforms’ TBP.
There is however a cost to increasing K. As mentioned earlier, increasing K tends to decrease
the rate at which the waveform’s spectral leakage falls off which results in a slightly reduced SE.
The decreased spectral falloff rate can be clearly seen in Figure 2 (b). However, the reduction
in SE is not severe. Table II lists several design characteristics of the resulting optimal MTSFM
waveforms for each value of K utilized in the optimization. In addition to ISR and SE computed
over W = ∆f + 32/T , the reduction of ACF area G is also displayed since the primary
contributing factor to ISR improvement was the reduction of ACF sidelobe area component of
the ISR metric. The effect of increasing K clearly had a substantial impact on improving G and
therefore ISR, especially for K = 64 and 96. The degree of improvement in ISR was less for
K = 128. For the case where K = 128, it is likely that the RMS bandwidth constraint restricted
the coefficients from being modified to further improve the ISR metric. From Table II, it is also
clear that the optimal waveforms’ SE was reduced slightly from the initial waveform which is
due to the reduced falloff rate of the spectral leakage outside the swept bandwidth ∆f .
The same principles can be applied to minimizing the MTSFM waveform’s AF sidelobes over
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Fig. 2: ACFs of the original and optimized waveforms displayed over their entire duration (a),
their respective spectra (b), and their ACFs zoomed in at the origin (c). The optimized waveform
ACFs possess drastically reduced sidelobes in the region Ωτ (denoted by the red dashed lines)
without substantial distortion of the sidelobe and mainlobe structure outside the region Ωτ .
Increasing K resulted in further reduced ACF sidelobes at the expense of a reduced spectral
leakage falloff rate resulting in lower SE compared to the initialized waveform.
a region in range and Doppler. As mentioned earlier, reducing the volume V of a waveform’s AF
in a region Ωτ,ν in the range-Doppler plane will accordingly reduce the sidelobe levels in that
region. The waveform design process should also implement constraints on the AF mainlobe
structure such that it stays nearly the same width in both range and Doppler. For MTSFM
waveforms with an even-symmetric modulation function, the optimization problem can be stated
as
min
αk
[∫∫
Ωτ,ν
|χ (τ, ν) |2dτdν
]
s.t. (1− δ) β˜2rms ≤ β2rms ({αk}) ≤ (1 + δ) β˜2rms (26)
where Ωτ,ν is a sub-region of the range-Doppler plane excluding the mainlobe region. The only
AF mainlobe constraint is the RMS bandwidth. This is because modifying the modulation indices
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TABLE II: Reduction G of ACF area over Ωτ , ISR, and SE Θ (W ) of the optimized MTSFMs
using K = 32, 64, 96, and 128 respectively. As K increases, the ISR is drastically improved.
However, the resulting waveforms’ SE are less than the initial waveform’s SE.
K G ˜ISR (dB) Θ (W ) (%)
32 (Init) 1.00 -2.56 99.54
32 26.62 -16.82 96.81
64 163.48 -24.58 95.59
96 2148.12 -35.65 97.33
128 7870.37 -41.29 97.39
αk only influences the RMS bandwidth. The waveform’s pulse-length stays fixed thus preserving
the same mainlobe width in Doppler throughout the optimization routine.
Figure 3 shows the initial MTSFM waveform and the result of running (26) on that initial
waveform over three different ellipsoidally shaped regions Ωτ,ν in the range-Doppler plane. These
ellipsoidally shaped regions were computationally shown to perform best with the thumbtack-
like MTSFM waveform designs. Each region is outlined by the white dashed lines in Figure 3.
The first region, denoted Ω1τ,ν is an ellipse centered about the origin. The second region denoted
by Ω2τ,ν is an ellipse centered away from the origin. The third region denoted Ω
2
τ,ν is an annulus
centered about the origin. Each of these regions were of area less than 4, which are necessary
conditions for having volume free regions [50]. In each case, while the optimized waveform’s
AF does not possess a completely volume free region, the volume in each of those regions
were reduced by more than an order of magnitude. This translated to reducing the sidelobe
levels in those regions by more than 10 dB. Most importantly, the mainlobe width in range and
Doppler was not modified suggesting that the TBP has remained essentially fixed. This shows
that the MTSFM can be adapted to reduce the AF sidelobe pedestal over sub-regions in the
range-Doppler place while retaining a fixed TBP product.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE MTSFM MODEL
This section evaluates the MTSFM waveform model for the design and optimization of
thumbtack-like waveforms and describes the metrics of performance for the waveform designs.
Specifically, this section describes the structure of the objective functions defined in (24) and (26)
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Fig. 3: AF of the initialized MTSFM waveform (a) and resulting optimized waveforms’ AFs
(b)-(d) whose volume was minized over the three sub-regions in the range-Doppler plane. While
the resulting optimized AF regions are not completely volume free, the volume in each case was
reduced by more than an order of magnitude. This was achieved while keeping the mainlobe
width of each AF essentially the same thus preserving the TBP of the initialized waveform.
and compares optimized thumbtack-like MTSFM waveforms to thumbtack-like PC waveforms
derived from design algorithms available in the published literature.
A. An Analysis of MTSFM Optimization Objective Functions
The design examples shown in Figures 2 and 3 show that the waveform design coefficients
can be finely controlled to reduce ACF/AF sidelobes in a specified region of time-delays and
Doppler values without compromising on mainlobe width. However, each of the design examples
are just one set of initial design coefficients. These examples do not provide any insight into the
structure of the objective functions described in (24) and (26). Figure 4 provides a simple visual
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of the structure of (24) and evaluates the area across all time-delays for a MTSFM waveform
composed of two-tones with modulation indices α1 and α2 which are varied across a wide array
of values. This produces a plot of ACF area as a function of α1 and α2. The plot in Figure 4
shows that there are multiple local extrema across a wide array of values for the modulation
indices. Depending on the initial values, the optimization routine will converge to different local
minimums. Similar results were obtained for the AF volume minimization problem defined in
(26). This is likely due to the oscillatory nature of the GBFs. Much like their 1-D counterparts,
the GBFs of order m and sums of GBFs over order m have a highly oscillatory structure across
the arguments {αk, βk} with specific regions of symmetry in the K− dimensional plane [36],
[51]. This necessitates running a set of trials with waveforms whose initial modulation indices
span across a wide variety of values to fully evaluate the effectiveness of the resulting waveform
designs derived from either of the MTSFM optimization problems defined in (24) and (26).
Fig. 4: Area under |R (τ) |2 as a function of the two design parameters α1 and α2 (left panel)
and a zoomed in version of the same plot (right panel) over the region depicted by the solid
white box in (a). This and many other MTSFM design objective functions are multi-modal and
the initial values for α1 and α2 have a profound impact on the resulting optimal design.
The following simulation generated 100 realizations of MTSFM waveforms with both even
and odd symmetry in their modulation functions. The waveforms possess a TBP of 200 and are
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composed of 32 modulation indices initialized using the method developed in reference [40].
The optimization problem described in (24) was run this time to optimize the ISR metric across
all time-delays. Like the ISR optimization examples from the last section, the sidelobe region
area had the most profound impact on minimizing the ISR as the RMS bandwidth barely varied
for any of the trials. Therefore, an effective measure of performance of these simulations is to
directly analyze ACF area. The analysis of these trials use two performance metrics. The first
is the reduction of area of each trial denoted as Gi and is expressed as
Gi =
A0 (i)
Aopt (i)
(27)
where A0 (i) and Aopt (i) are the area of the initial and optimized waveforms. Since the initial
waveforms’ modulation indices are randomly initialized, the initial areas over Ωτ are different
for each waveform trial. The metric Gi therefore only gives a partial description of performance
improvement. To account for the variation in initial area for each waveform trial, these simulations
also measure a normalized version of area reduction denoted as G˜i and is expressed as
G˜i =
A0 (i) /Aopt (i)
A0 (i) /min {Aopt} =
min{Aopt}
Aopt (i)
(28)
where min{Aopt} is the lowest area of all the 100 optimized waveforms for that set of waveform
trials. Ideally min{Aopt} should be the global minimum of (24) that satisfies the RMS bandwidth
constraints. However, since this value is unknown, the minimum from the 100 trial waveforms
is used instead.
Figure 5 shows the area reduction Gi and normalized area reduction G˜i for the even-symmetric
MTSFM trials. Additionally, the initial and optimized waveform ACFs from two of the trials
(waveforms 35 and 99 respectively) are also displayed. The optimal designs possess ACF areas
that are on average 4.24 times lower than their initialized versions. The greatest area reduction
was 5.82 achieved by waveform 99 resulting in an ISR of -7.47 dB. However, waveform 99 only
achieved a G˜i of 0.87 implying that its ACF area was not the lowest of all the trials. Waveform
35 on the other hand, which achieved an area reduction of only 4.64, achieved a lower ISR of
-8.32 dB G˜i of 0.99, much closer to the lowest ACF area value of the trial waveforms. This
means that waveform 35 achieved a lower overall ACF area than waveform 99 even though
waveform 99 achieved the greatest reduction in ACF area Gi. This is because waveform 35
was initialized with coefficients that were close to a local minimum in the ACF area objective
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function that was lower than the region where waveform 99 was initialized. This can even be
seen in Figure 5 where the ACF sidelobes of waveform 99 are on average slightly higher than
waveform 35’s, specifically for time-delays greater than |τ | ≥ 0.5T . This single set of trials
demonstrates the multi-modal structure of the multi-dimensional ACF area objective function.
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Fig. 5: Area reduction Gi (a) and normalized area reduction G˜i (b) for the 100 waveform
trials. The initial and optimized ACFs of waveforms 99 and 35 are displayed in (c) and (d)
respectively. Waveform 99 had the greatest reduction in area, but started with a larger initial
area than waveform 35. On the other hand, waveform 35 was initialized with lower ACF area
than waveform 99 and its resulting optimized version achieved the lowest ACF area overall.
Figure 6 shows box plots of resulting ISR values for a set of 100 trials of MTSFM wave-
forms with even and odd symmetry in their modulation functions and an increasing number
of design coefficients K. Both the ISR for all time-delays (denoted as Full ISR) and a sub-
region τm ≤ Ωτ ≤ 0.2T of time-delays (denoted as Sub-Reg ISR) were computed for each
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MTSFM waveform type. The box in each box plot represents the 2nd and 3rd quartile of the
trial data. The whiskers represent the inner fence of the data (i.e 1.5 times the inter-quartile
range (IQR)). The circles denote statistical outliers in the results for each trial. The waveforms
were optimized using (24). As was explained in the previous section, increasing K increases
the degrees of freedom that the objective function may explore which generally results in more
refined waveform designs at the expense of a slightly reduced SE. The results demonstrate the
clear advantage of increasing K up to a point of diminishing returns. As mentioned earlier,
for (24), these diminishing returns are a result of the RMS bandwidth constraint restricting
the design coefficients from achieving further optimal designs. The results also show that the
odd-symmetric MTSFM waveforms generally possess notably lower ACF sidelobes. The even-
symmetric MTSFM only shows nearly comparable performance for large K for the sub-region
ISR metric. The intuition for why this occurs can be derived from considering the structure
of the modulation functions for the two versions of MTSFM. The odd-symmetric modulation
functions, while still possessing a thumbtack-like AF, have small but non-zero coupling between
their range and Doppler measurements [4], [35]. This coupling has the effect of shearing the AF
volume out to non-zero Doppler values in a manner loosely analogous to how a LFM waveform
shears the AF volume of a simple pulse out to high non-zero Doppler values [6]. It is likely that
odd-symmetric MTSFM designs can exploit this characteristic to reduce ACF sidelobes more
aggressively than the even-symmetric MTSFM. This highlights the primary difference between
even and odd symmetric MTSFM modulation functions, the odd-symmetric MTSFM has the
ability to shear AF volume to non-zero Doppler values.
B. Comparing the MTSFM to other Waveform Optimization Methods
The previous sections demonstrated the ability of the MTSFM model to adapt its waveform
shape characteristics by modifying the modulation indices {αk, βk} and described the structure
and behavior of the objective functions derived from (24) and (26). While the MTSFM has a
clear advantage in higher SE compared to standard PC waveforms, it is not clear how optimized
thumbtack-like MTSFM waveforms compare to PC waveforms designed for the same application.
This section explores this comparison by running a set of optimization trials of thumbtack-like
MTSFM and PC waveforms across four TBP values of 32, 64, 128, and 256. The TBP values
were chosen since the number of chips N defines the TBP and the algorithms used to generate
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Fig. 6: Box plots of ISR (a) and ˜ISR (b) versus K for MTSFM waveforms with even and odd
symeetric modulation functions respectively. Optimized MTSFM waveforms with odd symmetry
tend to have substantially lower ACF sidelobes than MTSFMs with even-symmetry.
the phase-codes used in this analysis require a value of N that is a power of two. The waveform
design trials analyze even and odd MTSFM waveforms and used initial modulation indices that
generated thumbtack-like waveforms. Two forms of PC waveforms were used to compare to the
two variants of MTSFM waveforms. The time-series model for a PC waveform is expressed as
spc (t) =
N∑
i=1
a (t− iT/N) ej2pifct+θi (29)
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where a (t− iT/N) is the real-valued and positive amplitude tapering function of each chip in
the PC waveform and θi is the phase of each chip (i.e, the phase code) of the PC waveform.
PC waveforms using Maximal-Length Shift Register (MLSR) sequences, also known simply as
M-Sequences, where used to compare against even MTSFM waveforms. PC waveforms designed
using the Cyclic-Algorithm New (CAN) algorithm [12], [52], [53] which also leverages an ISR-
like metric for optimizing phase-codes, were used to compare against odd-symmetric MTSFM
waveforms. It is important to note that the ISR figure of merit defined by [12], [52] only computes
the sum of squares of the phase-code sidelobes at discrete points in time, rather than directly
compute the ISR as defined in (24). This paper evaluates the ISR as defined in (24) of the
physical PC waveform in order to provide a fair comparison between the optimized MTSFM
and PC waveforms. A similar analysis comparison can be performed for the AF volume metric
over sub-regions in the range-Doppler plane. However, as mentioned earlier, there exist strict
bounds on the size of clear regions of the AF. Both waveforms exhibit essentially the same ability
to suppress AF volume; as long as the region Ωτ,ν is of area less than 4, the AF’s possessed
essentially no volume in the region except for the volume contribution from the mainlobe. This
bound is not waveform specific and therefore does not provide a meaningful comparison between
the MTSFM and PC waveforms. However, since the ISR, and more specifically ACF area, do not
follow such strict bounds, it is more likely that ISR will provide a more meaningful comparison
between the two waveform types.
Figure 7 shows box plots of ISR values derived from 100 trials for each of the four waveform
types and four TBP values. The even MTSFM and M-Sequence based PC waveforms performed
very closely across TBP, though the M-Sequence based PC waveforms display larger variation
in ISR and the even MTSFM median ISR values were slightly higher. The opposite behavior is
observed for the odd MTSFM and CAN based PC waveforms. For all TBPs, the odd MTSFM’s
median ISR was less than or equal to that of the CAN based PC waveforms. However, the odd
MTSFMs also display greater variation in ISR across all TBPs. Overall, the MTSFM’s ISR is at
least competitive with and at times better than the PC waveform design methods. This coupled
with their spectral efficiency and constant envelope makes the MTSFM a potentially attractive
adaptive waveform design model.
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Fig. 7: Box plot of ISR values for the Even/Odd symmetric MTSFM waveform trials compared
against M-Sequence and CAN optimized PC waveforms across four different TBP values. The
even-symmetric MTSFM performs similarly to that of a PC waveform with an M-Sequence
code across TBPs. The odd-symmetric MTSFM waveforms on average out performed the CAN
optimized PC waveforms for smaller TBPs.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced the MTSFM model as an adaptive FM waveform design method
that synthesizes constant envelope and spectrally compact waveforms that are well suited for
transmission on practical transmitter electronics. The MTSFM waveforms’ modulation function
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is represented as a finite Fourier series expansion where the Fourier coefficients are utilized
as a finite discrete set of design parameters. These design parameters are adjusted to modify
the waveform shape characteristics of the waveform. The MTSFM has an exact mathematical
definition for its time-series using GBFs which allow for deriving analytical expressions for
the the MTSFM’s waveform shape characteristics. These expressions allow for establishing
well-defined optimization problems that finely tune the MTSFM’s properties while naturally
possessing the constant envelope and high SE properties necessary for efficient transmission on
realistic transmitter electronics.
The primary goal of this paper was to demonstrate the fundamental properties of the MTSFM
waveform model and demonstrate them via illustrative design examples. Simulations specifically
focused on the design of thumbtack-like waveforms and demonstrated the MTSFMs ability to
reduce area or volume in a specified region of the waveforms AF or ACF respectively. This
is accomplished while minimizing the distortion elsewhere in the AF/ACF and maintaining the
initialized waveform’s TBP. The performance characteristics of the MTSFM are competitive
with other optimal PC waveform design methods in terms of their ACF shapes while clearly
out-performing PC waveforms with a noticeably higher SE.
Thumbtack-like waveforms were chosen for this analysis as they are perhaps the simplest
waveform type to demonstrate many of the properties that an adaptive waveform model like
the MTSFM possesses. However, there are likely numerous other problems of interest to the
radar and sonar communities where the MTSFM model may be applicable. The GBF-based
representation of the MTSFM waveform in (17) and (18) establishes a mathematically precise
and convenient way to describe the MTSFM waveform shape properties. Due to the MTSFM’s
strong resemblance to other multi-carrier waveform models such as OFDM and CE-OFDM, the
GBF-based representation may well provide insight into analysis and adaptive synthesis of these
multi-carrier waveforms. The waveform design methods described in this paper can be readily
extended to design waveforms that possess non-zero range-Doppler coupling, also known as
Doppler tolerant waveforms. Optimizing these waveform types result in NLFM waveforms with
finely tuned ACF properties with very low sidelobe leves. This was demonstrated in [54] and
will be discussed in greater detail in an upcoming paper. Lastly, this paper focused on optimizing
a single waveform’s design characteristics. Many systems employ entire families of waveforms
with specific ACF and Cross-Correlation Function (CCF) properties with one another. Such a
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problem requires the optimization of a multi-objective function with a greater number of design
parameters. The MTSFM was recently applied to this problem in [55] and will be investigated
in greater detail in another upcoming paper.
APPENDIX A
THE MTSFM AND THE GBF JACOBI-ANGER EXPANSION
Starting with the complex Fourier series representation in (17) and making the substitution
θ = 2pit
T
where −pi ≤ θ ≤ pi results in the expression
s (θ) =
rect (θ/2pi)√
2pi
∑
m
cme
jθ, (30)
resulting in a general complex Fourier series with period 2pi. Solving for the complex Fourier
series coefficients cm results in the integral expression
cm =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
exp
{
j
[
mθ −
K∑
k=1
αk sin (kθ)− βk cos (kθ)
]}
dθ, (31)
which is the integral representation of the MT-GBF [33], [56]. Thus, using (31) and re-substituting
θ = 2pit
T
back into (30), the complex Fourier series representation for the MTSFM model in (16)
is expressed as
s (t) =
rect (t/T )√
T
∞∑
m=−∞
J 1:Km ({αk;−jβk}) e
j2pimt
T . (32)
The result in (32) may also be derived via inspection of the MT-GBFs generating function [56]
exp
{
1
2
K∑
k=1
xk
(
`k − 1
`k
)
+ yk
(
`k +
1
`k
)}
=
∞∑
m=−∞
J 1:Km ({xk; yk}) `m. (33)
Setting xk = αk, yk = −jβk, and ` = ejθ yields the Jacobi-Anger identity for MT-GBFs
exp
{
j
K∑
k=1
αk sin (kθ)− βk cos (kθ)
}
=
∞∑
m=−∞
J 1:Km ({αk;−jβk}) ejmθ. (34)
Finally, setting θ = 2pi
T
results in the complex Fourier series representation of the MTSFM
waveform model.
s (t) = exp
{
j
K∑
k=1
αk sin
(
2pikt
T
)
− βk cos
(
2pikt
T
)}
=
∞∑
m=−∞
J 1:Km ({αk;−jβk}) ej
2pimt
T . (35)
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For the case of a MTSFM waveform with an even-symmetric modulation function, the odd
modulation indices βk are all zero. The representation in (35) still holds, but now the complex
Fourier series coefficients are cylindrical GBFs with arguments {αk}. The cylindrical GBF has
a similar integral representation as (31) as well as generating function and Jacobi-Anger identity
but with only {αk} as arguments. For the case of a MTSFM waveform with an odd-symmetric
modulation function, the even modulation indices αk are all zero. The representation in (35)
then uses K-dimensional M-GBFs. This type of GBF again has a similar integral expression as
the other two versions but has a modified generating function
exp
{
1
2
K∑
k=1
βk
(
`k +
1
`k
)}
=
∞∑
m=−∞
I1:Km ({βk}) `m. (36)
Letting ` = ejθ and setting zk = −jβk yields the Jacobi-Anger identity for K dimensional
M-GBFs
exp
{
−j
K∑
k=1
βk cos
(
2pikt
T
)}
=
∞∑
m=−∞
I1:Km ({−jβk}) ej
2pimt
T . (37)
Thus, the MTSFM’s complex Fourier coefficients can be expressed in exact closed form in
terms of different version of GBFs depending on the symmetry of the MTSFM’s modulation
function
cm =

J 1:Km ({αk,−jβk}) , ϕ (t)
J 1:Km ({αk}) , ϕe (t)
I1:Km ({−jβk}) , ϕo (t)
(38)
APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF THE MTSFM’S AF
Using the basebanded MTSFM time-series expression (16) and the AF defined in (6)
χ (τ, ν) =
e−jpia0τ
T
∑
m,n
cmc
∗
ne
−j pi(m+n)τ
T
∫ ∞
−∞
rect
(
t− τ/2
T
)
rect
(
t+ τ/2
T
)
ej2piAtdt (39)
where A =
[
ν + (m−n)
T
]
and cm and c∗n represent K-dimensional GBFs. The rectangular window
functions establish the limits of integration |t| ≤
(
T−|τ |
2
)
. The expression in (39) then simplifies
to
χ (τ, ν) =
1
T
∑
m,n
cmc
∗
ne
−j pi(m+n)τ
T
∫ T−|τ |
2
−T−|τ |
2
ej2piAtdt (40)
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The integral in (40) evaluates to
(T − |τ |) sinc
[
pi (T − |τ |)
(
ν +
(m− n)
T
)]
. (41)
Inserting this expression back in to (40) results in the final expression for the AF of the MTSFM
waveform
χ (τ, ν) =
(
T − |τ |
T
)∑
m,n
J 1:Km ({αk,−βk})
(J 1:Kn ({αk,−βk}))∗ e−j pi(m+n)τT ×
sinc
[
pi
(
T − |τ |
T
)
(νT + (m− n))
]
. (42)
The MTSFM’s ACF directly follows from (42) by setting ν = 0.
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